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Criminality in society is not something new. The violence which happen and seize the public attention mostly are woman’s violence, especially in house hold. Violence can make woman feel under pressure and make their life unbalanced. This research has a purpose to know the problem of live on violence’s victims’ in house hold and how is the step passed by the subject until they find their meaning of life.

This research uses qualitative method and utilize study case of the history of live on violence’s victim in house hold. This study case try to interpret the subject’s biography completely with the steps of their process of life. The subject in this research is single subject who is the violence victim that complain to POLRES Malang. The collecting data in this research used interview and observation. The data analysis done by using data reduction, data serve and verification data.

The result of this study shows that the steps in seeking the meaning of life passed by LS began from critical sequence which has an affliction happened by the victim from their husband, including physical, psychological, sexual, and economical violence. After that, she showsthe self-acceptance sequence by accepting and try to be patience in facing the problem. From that sequence finally the subject seek her meaning of life. In that situation, she found the meaning of life through her wishes whose are the conviction for better life happened to the husband. Besides, the responsibility to the parents and children also encouraged her to be optimistic in faces the life.